
 

  

 

 

Supporting information  
for the precautionary measures defined in COVID-19 Ordinance 2 for publicly ac-
cessible areas in banks (customer foyers, counters and self-service zones) 
 
 
1. Why do banks need to draw up precautionary measures?  

• The Federal Council’s lockdown exit strategy stipulates that publicly accessible establish-

ments must draw up precautionary measures in order to be able to reopen from 27 April 

2020.   

• According to COVID-19 Ordinance 2 (version as at 27 April 2020), the obligation to draw 

up precautionary measures not only applies to establishments that have reopened, but 

also to establishments that can be accessed by the public but which were never actually 

closed, such as banks.  

2. Which banks are affected? 

• The precautionary measures obligation applies to “publicly accessible establishments”. 

• In the banking sector, this means customer foyers, counters and self-service zones.  

• Banks that do not have any of these areas are not considered “publicly accessible”, there-

fore do not have to draw up precautionary measures.  

3. What does a bank need to do if it is affected by the obligation to draw up precautionary 

measures?  

The affected banks must draw up precautionary measures. They have various options:  

• The bank has already drawn up precautionary measures  

> No action required 

• The bank is in the process of drawing up precautionary measures  

> Template available on the SECO website 

• The bank is using the sector solution provided by Employers in Banking  

> Implement the attached precautionary measures 

Special instructions:  

• The precautionary measures do not need to be submitted to the authorities for review. 

However, the cantonal authorities can check whether adequate precautionary measures 

have been produced and implemented.  

• According to the Swiss Workers’ Participation Act and the Employment Act, employees or 

their representatives have a co-determination right with regard to health protection 

measures. If a bank implements these precautionary measures, this co-determination will 

be considered fulfilled due to involvement of the social partner. If the bank produces its 

own precautionary measures, it must observe the legal co-determination rights.  

4. What rules apply to areas in the bank that are not publicly accessible?  

• The precautionary measures obligation only applies to the publicly accessible areas of the 

bank. 

• The general recommendations of the Federal Office of Public Health apply to all other ar-

eas of the Bank. These have not been relaxed. In particular, the recommendation to work 

from home if possible continues to apply. 
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COVID-19 precautionary measures for the banking sector 

Precautionary measures for publicly accessible areas in banks (customer foyers, 
counter areas and self-service zones) according to the requirements of the precau-
tionary measures template issued by the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs 
(SECO) dated 22 April 2020.  
 

1. Introduction 

These precautionary measures were drawn up by the Employers Association of Banks in Switzer-

land (Employers in Banking) in consultation with the Swiss Bank Employees Association and the 

Swiss Association of Commercial Employees as social partners in the banking sector, pursuant to 

Article 6a of Ordinance 2 on Measures to Combat the Coronavirus (COVID-19). The precautionary 

measures are considered to be the sector solution. Use and implementation of the precautionary 

measures are confirmed by the undersigned bank.  

 

2. Principles 

The bank must ensure that the following requirements are observed through the appropriate 

measures:  

• Everyone must wash or disinfect their hands regularly. 

• Employees and other people must maintain a distance of two metres from each other. 

• Surfaces and objects must be cleaned regularly as required and after use, in particular if 

these have been touched by several people. 

• People at high risk must be given adequate protection. 

• Employees with flu-like symptoms must be sent home. Customers with flu-like symptoms 

must not be served in the branch.  

• Employees and other people concerned must be informed of the requirements and the 

measures. 

 

3. Hand hygiene 

Everyone must wash or disinfect their hands regularly. 

Measures: 

• Customers must apply disinfectant to their hands upon entering the bank.  

• The bank’s employees must regularly wash their hands with soap and water, especially 

before arriving at their workstation and before and after breaks. At workstations where this 

is not possible, they must disinfect their hands. 

• The bank will ensure that there is a sufficient supply of hygiene products.  

• Unnecessary objects, such as magazines, that can be touched by customers must be re-

moved.  
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4. Social distancing 

Employees and customers must maintain a distance of two metres from each other. 

Measures1: 

• Indicate a coordinated flow of movement (marking of the entrance, the route to the coun-

ter and the route to the exit), if this is not already evident due to the spatial and structural 

conditions. 

• Put down floor markings indicating a two-metre distance for customers waiting in the 

bank. 

• Ensure a minimum distance of two metres in waiting areas (e.g. groups of seats). 

• Special protective measures in situations that usually lead to an unavoidable reduction of 

the two-metre distance (transactions at the counter such as cash withdrawals or handing 

over of documents etc.):  

o Modify processes (“step by step”, i.e. employees place the cash or documents on 

the counter and take a step back before the customer takes a step forward to the 

counter). 

o Or install separating screens up at least at head height.  

 

5. Cleaning 

Surfaces and other objects must be cleaned regularly as required and after use, in particular if 

these have been touched by several people. 

Measures: 

• Ensure a regular and sufficient exchange of air. 

• Regularly clean and/or disinfect surfaces and objects (e.g. work surfaces, keyboards, tele-

phones) using a standard cleaning agent, especially when they are used by several peo-

ple (in particular at shared workstations). 

• Do not share cups, glasses, crockery or utensils; rinse after use with water and washing-

up liquid. 

• Regularly clean door handles, lift buttons, stair handrails, coffee machines and other ob-

jects that are frequently touched by several people. 

• Regularly clean the toilet facilities. 

• Regularly empty waste bins and dispose of the contents properly (especially from places 

where people can wash their hands). 

• Do not touch waste; always use equipment (dustpan and brush, etc.). 

• Wear gloves to handle waste and dispose of them immediately after use. 

 

 

 

                                                           

1 These measures automatically limit the number of people who can remain in a counter area at any one time. Therefore, 

no additional restrictions (e.g. limiting the maximum number of people) are required.  
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6. People at high risk 

Adequate protection of people at high risk according to the special requirements of COVID-19 Or-

dinance 2. 

Measures:  

• Persons at high risk must work from home wherever possible and not come into direct 

contact with customers.  

• If this is not possible, special protective measures must be introduced or the person must 

be assigned to other tasks.  

• If it is neither possible for a person at high risk to work from home nor to perform other 

tasks, then the person must be released from their duties and continue to be paid their 

salary.  

 

7. People with flu-like symptoms 

Employees with flu-like symptoms must be sent home. Customers with symptoms must not be 

served in the branch.  

Measures:  

• Employees with flu-like symptoms must be sent home immediately.  

• Customers with flu-like symptoms must not be given personal advice in the branch. In-

stead they should obtain advice by phone or online, or the appointment must be post-

poned.  

 

8. Information 

Employees and other people concerned must be informed of the guidelines and the measures. 

Measures: 

• The protective measures according to the Federal Office of Public Health must be dis-

played at the entrance (pictogrammes). 

• Information must be displayed advising that customers who are ill cannot be served in the 

branch. 

• Ensure that the employees who work in publicly accessible areas of the bank (customer 

foyer, counters, self-service zones) have read and understood these precautionary 

measures.  
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Confirmation 

 

 

This document has been brought to the attention of the employees who work in publicly accessible 

areas of the bank in an appropriate form. 

 

 

Name of bank, branch/location: 

 

 ______________________________________________ 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 

Responsible person, signature and date:  

 

 

 ______________________________________________ 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 
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